Successful management requiring multidisciplinary cooperation between seven departments for a large right-sided incarcerated traumatic diaphragmatic hernia: a case report and review of literature
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Abstract: We present a rare case of incarcerated traumatic diaphragmatic hernia (TDH) at the right-side presenting as dramatic dyspnea and acute gastrointestinal obstruction, which required urgent operative repair. This entity is sometimes difficult to ascertain after acute trauma and then consequently give rise to diagnostic delays with life-threatening outcomes. Successful management required a coordinated effort between anesthetist, sonographer, intensive care specialist, thoracic, urological, hepatobiliary and gastrointestinal surgeons. Tight and active multidisciplinary cooperation in this case manifested the positive energy in emergent resuscitation.
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Introduction

Patients with delayed traumatic diaphragmatic hernia (TDH) often experienced a history of penetrating or blunt trauma. TDH from blunt thoracoabdominal trauma occurs in approximately 0.5% and 20% (1), located more frequently in right-sided thorax (13%) in contrast to the common left-sided (75%) (2). This entity is sometimes difficult to ascertain after acute trauma and then consequently give rise to diagnostic delays with life-threatening outcomes. Herein, we present a rare case of incarcerated TDH at the right-side presenting as dramatic dyspnea and acute gastrointestinal obstruction, which required urgent operative repair. We present the following case in accordance with the CARE Guideline (3).

Case presentation

We encountered with a 52-year-old male patient complaining of progressive shortness of breath and vomiting of 2 days’ duration. Following admission to the hospital, breathlessness on this patient gone to no significant improvement after mask oxygen inhalation. The pain on chest, shoulder and abdomen also occurred in this patient as well as tachycardia. His symptoms of dyspnea on exertion and dysuresia became more severe gradually during the past 3 years and affected his quality of life in the last
few months. There was a history of fall injury from 5 m at work 10 years ago during which, he suffered from a fourth lumbar vertebral burst fracture, pelvic fracture and posterior urethral injury. Reconstruction of ruptured urethra was performed for him then. Physical examination revealed absent breath sounds on the right-side and deviation of the trachea to the left-side. Otherwise, there was abdominal sound disappearance and tachycardia at heart rate of 121 bpm. Emergent chest X-ray shown the amazing presence of swelling bowel loops stuffed the whole right thoracic cavity and remarkable displace of the mediastinum to the left; (B,C) CT scan: herniation of liver, cholecyst, sectional stomach and bowel loops into the right thorax. TDH, traumatic diaphragmatic hernia.

This patient underwent an urgent operation when the diagnosis of an incarcerated TDH was erected. After general anesthesia induction which, needed an experienced anesthetist timely deal with the location of double-lumen tube and high airway pressure with low ventilation, he received a cystostomy after ultrasonic guidance as the incapability of urethral catheterization due to posterior urethral stricture. We found a 19 cm diaphragmatic laceration though centrum tendineum from the posterior sternal hiatus to the 12th thoracic vertebra. The two edges of the 12 cm anterior part of diaphragmatic laceration were smooth scar tissues, and the end was fresh ruptures. Liver, cholecyst, stomach and jejunum loops were discovered to herniate into the right thorax (Figure 2). Meanwhile, transthoracic incision was extended to the right upper abdomen to reduce the liver and cholecyst to peritoneal

Figure 1 Imaging abnormalities in a right-side TDH. (A) Chest X-ray: swelling bowel loops stuffed the whole right thoracic cavity and remarkable displace of the mediastinum to the left; (B,C) CT scan: herniation of liver, cholecyst, sectional stomach and bowel loops into the right thorax. TDH, traumatic diaphragmatic hernia.
cavity and jejunum sectional resection and anastomosis was performed during the exploratory operation. A piece of prosthetic material was required to cover the large diaphragmatic rupture (Figure 3). He was then sent to ICU for further life support and considered surgical cured when discharge. A X-ray confirmed complete reduction of herniated organs and full reexpansion of the right lung. Dilatation of urethral stricture was done during his postoperative follow-up.

**Comment**

TDH acquired after a blunt or penetrating trauma with a 3:1 ratio (4). The most predominant cause of TDH is blunt thoracoabdominal trauma, such as traffic accident and fall from height (5). The left TDH is more commonly seen and the right is relatively rare. Diaphragmatic rupture 76% appear in the left, 22% in the right and 2% with bilateral lesions in TDH (6). An acute TDH is often difficult to determine in patients following severe thoracic or thoracoabdominal injuries. CT scan usually shows low sensitivity in diagnosing TDH with a rate of missed diagnosis in 17% to 63% (7,8). The misdiagnosis may lead to strangulation of the incarcerated abdominal viscera, with a mortality rate between 30% and 60% (9), especially for right TDH, usually incompatible with life and predictive of mortality (10). In this report, this patient was referred to our institute with a suspected diagnosis of right hydropneumothorax, namely dramatic respiratory distress, absent breath sounds on the right thorax and displace of the trachea to the left, hypoxemia. Diaphragmatic rupture should be likely to be neglected after his accident fall from height 10 years ago and developed larger with abdominal pressure improved after dysuresia due to posterior urethral stricture. The smooth scar tissues of the anterior part of diaphragmatic laceration appears to indicate the diaphragmatic rupture caused by his previous accident fall. However, what should be kept in our mind is that the rate of initially missed diaphragmatic injury can be as high as 66% (11). When tracing the patient’s image data 10 years ago, we found no sign of diaphragmatic injuries can be as high as 66% (11). When tracing the patient’s image data 10 years ago, we found no sign of diaphragmatic injuries can be as high as 66% (11). Delayed diagnosis of TDHs resulted in this life-threatening outcome. Obviously, the immediate surgical approach must be mandatory and a delay in the intervention can lead to death in this patient. TDH is traditionally treated trough a transthoracic or transabdominal approach, meanwhile, a thoracoscopic or laparoscopic pathway has also been proposed more commonly (13-15). Silva et al. pointed out abdominal approach is three times more common than the thoracic, regardless of acute and chronic phase in TDH (6). Furthermore, abdominal pathway is the primary surgical approach in unstable patients with abdominal visceral injuries according to Sukul (16). However, abdominal pathway was not suitable for this patient due to lager diaphragmatic rupture and visceral contents stuffed the whole right thorax. Therefore, hepatobiliary and gastrointestinal surgeons were introduced in advance and got ready for abdominal operation preoperatively. After liver and cholecyst’s restoration after dividing the diaphragmatic adhesion by the former as well as jejunum sectional resection and anastomosis by the later, the giant diaphragmatic rupture was then amenable to be closed with a piece of prosthetic material. ICU’s postoperative
management is also indispensable in this case. Successful management required a coordinated effort between anesthetist, sonographer, intensive care specialist, thoracic, urological, hepatobiliary and gastrointestinal surgeons. Tight and active multidisciplinary cooperation in this case manifested the positive energy in emergent resuscitation.
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